
BS 75 is a powerful self-propelled machine, ideal for indoor and outdoor medium-sized renovation jobs. 

This floor scraper is constructed of rugged metal for longevity and durability on the site. This machine has 

a forward and backward function and is equipped as standard with speed control. With mainly electronic 

components, this floor stripper requires almost no maintenance. In addition, this floor scraper can be 

disassembled into 3 pieces for easy transportation up flights of stairs and into vehicles. It is also possible to 

add an additional 10 kg weight to mount on the weight block in order to make BS 75 more efficient on 

resilient floors. Depending on the type of flooring material you would like to remove, you can choose from a 

wide range of blades or chisels. This floor scraper is able to remove most (old) floor coverings such as 

linoleum, vinyl, carpet, adhesives, glue, etc. 

Special blade cover 

Blade cover with countersunk holes to 
avoid debris getting stuck on them. 

Adjustable steering frame 

The upper part of the frame is 
adjustable for an ergonomic operating 
height. 

Work close to walls 

By sliding the left handle, the width of 
the machine reduces by almost 100 
mm in order to be able to work closely 
to walls. 

Easy to transport 

This machine can be easily taken 
apart into 3 pieces by unscrewing 2 
handles for easy transportation. 
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FEATURES

• Easy to transport 

• Work close to walls 

• Adjustable steering frame 

• Special blade cover 

ACCESSORIES

WEIGHT KIT 

533 11 48-01

SELF-SCORING BLADES 

538 87 51-01

TOOL BOX 

534 90 20-01

SELF-SCORING BLADES 

538 87 52-01

QUICK RELEASE PIN 

533 65 37-01

SELF-SCORING BLADES 

534 82 51-01

FLAT BLADES 

535 19 23-01

SELF-SCORING BLADES 

534 82 63-01

PREMIUM BLADES 

535 22 77-01

PREMIUM BLADES 

535 22 78-01

PREMIUM BLADES 

535 22 79-01

SUPER DUTY BLADES 

535 24 98-01

SUPER DUTY BLADES 

534 87 64-01

ICRI PROFILE PLASTIC CHIPSET 

546 21 69-02

ICRI PROFILE CONCRETE SET 

546 21 69-01



Technical Specifications


